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CHAPTER le INTRODUCTION 
The expansion of commercialized college sports has been a mixed 
blessing for the black community° Many black athletes have been able 
to use sports to finance their education, and to acquire skills and 
contacts that have brought them success in business and the 
professions. But a good many others, perhaps the majorityy have earned 
revenue and publicity for universities without receiving degrees or 
meaningful career preparation for a life outside of sports (Naison and 
Mangum 9 1984) a 
The demands of competition in big time college football and 
basketball are so great that it i~ difficult for a student of average 
ability to meet normal classroom obligations without reduced course 
loads, intensive tutoring, or illegal methods of maintaining eligibility 
(forged papers, face correspondence courses, unearned grades, etc.) 
Yet many institutions are actively recruiting blackathletes from low-
~ncorr~e backgrounds without giving them meaningful academic support 
services or realistically anticipating the educational difficulties they 
will face as a result of their sports obligations (Daniels, 1987), The 
result is that large numbers of black athletes complete their four years 
_~f eligibility without receiving their degrees or receiving an education 
so diluted of substance as to be virtually useless (Sailes, 1985)° 1`he 
exploitation of the athlete is a phenomenon that has occurred in 
American sports since "winning is everything" became ~n ~nwrittera 
athletic policy (Edwards, 194). 
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The dilemma that the athletes are faced with today is not only of 
intrigue and interest but also one of sadness and little hope of 
extinguishing in the future. Is it true when prominent scholars such as 
Dre Harry Edwards and Dre Richard Ee Lapchick state, that "sports is just 
another phase of the slave market." 
Professional athletes are the dream stuff of a nation, and black 
dominance of sports is reshaping the hero symbols of our society. The 
phenomenon is easier to discern than the reasons for black dominance 
in sports. There has to be more to it than the old saying of "you people 
~I~ol' got rhythm'° and the weary crutch of the step 'n fetchit days of 
black prominence (Lapchick, 1986) 
James Baldwin a noted black author, once stated that "every negro 
boy realizes, at once, profoundly, because he wants to live, that he 
stands in great peril and must find with speed, a thing, a gimmick to 
lift him out to start him on his way. And it does not matter what that 
gimmick is" (drown, 1976). Baldwin may have provided insight into why 
so many black youths tend to strive and yearn more deeply and 
passionately at their objective (sports). Not only did James Baldwin 
eacemplify the struggle for flack youth, he lived ito 
For many black youths the gimmick has been sports° Pursued with 
the single minded dedication of desperation, sports have opened a route 
upward, out of the harsh streets many of these youths come from. This 
°'gimmick" called sports has been perpetuated for many years in a round 
and about cycle, it is pathological and redundant and it constantly lures 
these black youths within its grasp {Edwards, 1984). The process of 
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competing and obtaining a reward in the aftermath is so pertinent to 
theiP livelihoods that it causes a dilemma and brings about false hope 
of "; ags to riches'° security. Sports, gives most of these youths 
something to grasp onto, something that will make their days easier to 
cope with. It's an escape route, ifi helps keep their "American dream 
alive", Edwards (1984)y estimates that three million black youths 
between the ages of 13 and 22 are fantasizing careers as professional 
athletes and are preparing for nothing else. The odds against their 
success are 20,000 to 10 
According to Naisor~ and Mangum (1984), systematic strategies to 
improve the educational prospects of college athletes have not yet been 
developed, either by the NCAA or by college presidents° The degree of 
exploitation has increased in direct proportion to the pressures e~certed 
on coaches to win in major college and pr~fessi~nal sports (Time, 
195)0 
The exploitation of the black athlete transcends the athlete 
himself° `fhe black athlete is exploited when they are denied access to a 
substantive education° This tragedy is accomplished when the athlete 
is unable to graduate after his/her athletic eligibility has ended 
because, (1) they were siphoned through easy, rron-degree courses, (2) 
they were not given proper tutorial services, (3) they had other 
individuals take exams for them, or (4) their grades were altered to 
maintain their athletic eligibility. In any case, the individual has no 
marketable skills beyond his/her athletic talent (McDonald, 1981). It 
cannot be denied that part of the problem of black athlete exploitation 
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is the athlete himself° (vlany athletes feel that athletic participation in 
college is simply an avenue to "big time'° college and professional 
sports and academics should not be taken seriously (Edwards, 1984). 
It is safe to assume that with sports and the participation within 
its parameters, many of these youths attain a feeling of existence, 
acceptance and equality in their lives (Edwards, 1984). 
Statement of Problem 
The retention and attrition rate of black athletes at 
predominantly white institutions merits concerns° flack male student-
atU~letes exhebit some of the lowest percentages in graduation rates 
when compared to other ethnic groups on the collegiate level. The 
v~r~abfes related to this include such things on lack ~f preparation and 
support during their academic programs. Many of these athletes will 
pursue professional sports without receiving their degrees° Thy ,! 
allr~rement ofi mosey has taken precedence over athletes interest in 
academics (Watkins, 19 2). 
There is also concern about the athletes preparation at the high 
school level as well. Questions that are asked today are; (1) are the 
student-athletes being prepared academically in higf~ ~chool 9 (2) do 
they have adequate learning skills to compete on the college level, (3) 
are there people (i.ee, advisors/counselors), directing and guiding these 
"at risk" students in the right direction. 
S 
Purpose of Study 
The reason for the authors interest in this subject is based upon 
his personal involvement in athletics and with black student-athletes. 
There is a need for those involved in both academics and athletics to 
determine if athletes can eompet~ academically as well as athletically. 
The purpose of this study is to study variables that are related to 
Iowa State's black student-athletes retention and graduation rates. 
The study will look at the relationship between the athletes 
envfronrr~ental 9 academic and personal perceptions and their graduation 
and retention rafieso 
Significancy of Study 
T`h~ significance of this study will not only b~ beneficial to the 
u~i~rersity and athletic department but also to the black student 
athletes° The information provided will assist the admissions office, 
faculty, staff 9 and the athletic department in recruiting and retaining 
athletes. In addition the study will generate information provided by 
the athletes that will enhance the athletic departments opportunity to 
~e~tructu~e ~ the academic agenda for their black student-athlete. 
Research Questions 
The following are research questions that helped guide the 
researcher in this study. 
1 e How do black student-athletes view their experience at 
Iowa State University. 
2m Are there any differences in perceptions bet~reen those 
black student-athletes who graduated from Iowa State 
lJniversity and those who did not graduate. 
3, V1/hat type of recommendations should be made in alleviating 
low retention and poor graduation rates of Iowa State's 
black student-athleteso 
4a How can role models and mentors be significant in 
alleviating Iowa State low retention and graduation rates of 
their black athletes. 
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CHAPTER !1. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Sports, for many individuals is an existence. It fulfills 
generalized and specific needs of gratificationo However this is not to 
imply that a man or woman necessarily participates in sports because 
of these needsa 
Sports, for the most part represent a specific and externalized 
value system. Sports manifests its own form of good and evil, reward 
and punishments and infiltrates an entirely different matrix of 
individualized normative outcomes from those who are orientated 
vrrithin sports. Usually there are generalizations that are made t~ 
°'life", but the results are specific and are removed from the aspect of 
h~r~an involvemento For the many that are active i e this socially 
patterned endeavor, sports provides a sense of being; it allows for one 
to be freeo Every encounter provides a reason for being; but more than 
justification of existence, sports provides its ovvn rationale° 
Sports brings about an assessment of one's character persona and 
beliefs° Sports has an existence with a statement of being° 
being could be defined as the source ~f all 
possible modes of participation, existence 
as the act of participation to being with a 
finite being capable of saying "I and me" 
and reality also as being completely 
present to the "I or me", yet surpassing 
them and becoming for them a being which 
is given. (La~/elle, 1965 p.182). 
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This holds especially true to minority groups within this country; 
more particularly with blacks. Blacks have been discriminated against 
from the time they entered America and even today in the job market, 
education, and the world of sports. Sports provides -most blacks a 
sense of being and belonging (Spivey, 1985). 
This literature of review includes the black athletes early arrival 
in sports and the many obstacles that they encountered during their 
participations The section on their early arrival in sports also deals 
with the lack of writings about black athletes and how sports played a 
significant part in many of their lives° Included also are the sections on 
the athletes C`aarden of Dreams and their perception of sports, the NCAA 
and the black athlete and the exploitation of the athletic community. 
The latter part of the review includes basic statistics on black 
males ire general. This section is placed in the review of literature 
section to understand the many problems black males in urban America 
encounter on a daily basis° 
The Participation of Black Athletes In Arrierican Sports 
It's beyond me why these people would 
allow themselves to be misled by 
fanatics like Harry Edwards and Ho Rap 
drown. These athletes are seen by 
rr~illions of people on nation-wide and 
world-wide television, they have first 
string starting assignments at White 
schools, and they are invited to all the 
big athletic events. V1Ihy our (Niggers 
right here at the University have never 
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had it sa good! 
Director of Intercollegiate Athletics 
(Edwards, 1979 ppo 34). 
The above statement was made by the director of intercollegiate 
athletics at one of Americas major universities, which was later to be 
"white listed" by the Olympic committee for human rights during the 
spring of 1968. His remarks are still typical of the sentiments of many 
of the athletic administrations that determine policy in the world of 
intercollegiate, amateur, and professional athletes in America 
(Edwards, 1984). Equally typical was the response of the sports editor. 
He merely shook his head, indicating that he, too, could not understand 
such ingratitude, and then went orr about the business of obtaining a 
pcablishable story for next week°s issue. Even though this event took 
place sorn~ twenty years ago, the euphoria of racism and bigotry still 
lie within American sports, yet it is covertly operated in a~ "hush 
r~ror~otone'° way (Edwards, i 984), 
Prior to the enactment of the Emancipation Proclamation, most 
biack~ in America engaged only in recreational act~vitie~ (Govan, 
1971)e African-Americans, those few who supposedly enjoyed full 
citizenship during slavery, participated to some degree in athletic 
events but these instances were, by all evidence, rare relative to the 
lack of participation by the masses of blacks (Roberts, 1989)s The full 
impact of black athletes upon American athletics awaited 
implementation of the provisions of emancipation and more 
particularly, the establishment of negro educational institutions. With 
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emancipation also came the development of black athletic clubs and 
colleges (McDonald, 19 1). 
The major impetus to the development of African-American 
athletics during slavery anti after emancipation were the racially and 
economically discriminatory practices of white Americans (Edwards, 
19 4). flacks were excluded from white athletic clubs, so they began 
to establish their owne These and other similar attitudes were so 
pervasive that African-Americans, were caught up in the same drive 
toward increasing athletic participation that possessed whites in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in America (Ashe, 1988). 
A91 black baseball and basketball teams and leagues proliferated in 
later years and served as springboards into the "big leagues". In some 
instances, all black teams did play all white teams with, as might be 
expected by an unbiased observer, mixed results (Spivey, 1983)a 
Black athletes have been receiving increasing at#ention from 
scholars in the field of afihletics (Podell, 19 6). No one familiar with 
the literature can fail to notice the expanded coverage given to these 
athletes in the i~istorical surveys on American sport or the grooving 
number of articles about these athletes (Roberts, 19~9)m 
`fhe increased number of writings and publications in a historical 
and philosophical concepfi can be attributed primarily to the increase in 
the number of clack athletes participating within contemporary sports 
(Chalk, 1975). Academicians realize that to understand the history of 
sports in this country one must also examine the role black athletes. It 
is necessary not fio recognize the tremendous athletic achievements 
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is n~c~ssary not to recognize the tremendous athletic achievements 
m~~de by blacks9 and people like James J. Corbett, Avery Brundage, and 
branch Rickey lived in a world affected by therm (Wiggins, 1986)° 
Not until the mid 1960°s, nearly a decade and a half after a noted 
writer of John Fi. setts 1951 dissertation on "Organized Sports in 
Industrial America," was there a significant increase in the number of 
studies published on the history of black athletes. The sudden 
ePnergence of scholarly works resulted from the groundswell of 
interesfi in the history of black Americans (Wiggins, 196). 
It is very significant that many of the studies currently being 
dons on the black experience in sports are still "inextricably bound" to 
the growth of Annerican society and does not recognize the presence of 
~ unified black culture (Spivey, 1985)° However them ~s a notable 
e~c~eption in Ralph Watkins recent study of recreation and leisure in the 
black community of Buffalo, New York during the early 1920°s~ Watkins 
points out that black leaders in buffalo maintained a rather ambivalent 
attitude about the new found leisure their community employed during 
t8~e post world war I period. Apprehensive about its negative effects, 
yet aware of the potential for good, black leaders organized and 
supported a myriad of activities designed to improve the quality of life 
for blacks in buffalo, New York (Wiggins, 19 6)0 
David Wiggins (1986), states that although historians are 
starting to pay more attention to black athletes and the numerous 
contributions they have made to American sports, there is still much 
room for further studiesa There is no account of literature on black 
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athletes in the nineteenth century, mainly due to the exclusionary 
practices of black athletes during that time period. Most of the rivork 
that has been done on black athletes in American sports has dealt with 
the twentieth century (~dr~vvards, 1984). While there is a wealth of 
information on such pr~rninent black athletes (ie., Joe Louis, Jackie 
Robinson etc.), there is a paucity of data on the entrepreneurs and 
promoters of black sports, the role of sports in black colleges and the 
pattern of sports among urban blacks. In fact, the latter topic is one of 
the most obvious voids in literature on black sport historya With the 
exception of Pete Axthlems (1982) popular study of New York city 
basketball, no one has examined in any depth the role of sports among 
blacks in American citieso 
Academicians and scholars alike who are interested in the role 
sports played amongst urban blacks should keep several things ire mind 
when embarking on their work° First and foremost they should be very 
cagnizant of the external and structural forces that have shaped the 
black historical experience within the urban communities (Vlliggins, 
1986)o Scholars must take into account the degree of white hostility 
towards blacks, the limits which the white population set acceptable 
social, social contact, end the existence or depth of violence directed 
towards blacks in an urban setting (Wigging, 19 6)0 
flack [dominance In American Sports 
Why black dominance in sports? Many flack youths today view 
sports as being a°'stepping ladder" to a quick and comfortable life, a 
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life that brings financial stability as well as equality in their lives 
(drown, 9 978). For many of these youths they believe the only way to a 
quick and easy financial goal is done athletically in the involvement of 
sports (Edwards, 194). 
flack dominance of any pursuifi would merit study given the fact 
that only finrelve percent of the nations population is black. for 
example, as stated by Terry Bledsoe (1987), black dominance of the 
carpenters trade would raise eyebrows, but the disproportionately high 
percentage of blacks on casualty lists from Vietnam became only a 
national curiosity-although never quite given the national concern it 
should have received. Black dominance of sports has become a highly 
visible s®ciological phenomenono The president of the United States, 
v~ho shows and displays camaraderie rrvith ~port~ luminaries, does not 
tend to call carpenters to the telephone for congratulatory speeches. 
The fact is, racism in the realm of sports to a remarkable degree 
reflects the relationships of the larger culture (Lapchick, 1986). but 
even with racism taking precedent in sporty today it is still not a 
distraction for the thousands of black youths who participate in sports. 
phis may reflect the ~r~limited opportunities black mere have in 
obtaining profitable and marketable jobs (Koppett, 19~1)e 
m 
from Plantation ~ieids to Playing Fields 
"Black male athletes from the "Garden of Dreams" to the so called 
°°Promised Land", have been falling by the way side in their academic 
rivork while pursuing the dream of one day becoming a professional 
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athlete". In this section the discussion of broken dreams and promises 
of black athletes will be examined. 
One typical scenario of today's black youths in their pursuit of 
the '°garden of dreams", could go as such: 
JeD. hog steals a pass from inbounds, 
dribbles dowry the length of the floor, 
trNiris the round shaped figure behind his 
back and leaps into the air like a "rocket 
taking off", stuffing the ball through the 
metal rir~. Jubilation and euphoria 
resounds and JaDo is ready to begin the 
quest of becoming a professeonal 
athlete (Rozen9 1979)° 
`these games could be found in any urbanized city where kids go to 
fanta~~z~ and represent their perspective idols And it is on those 
~arn~ pl~ygr~unds where their grades of drearn~ will beginm 
In 1977 Bernard King was the most valuable basketball player in 
the SEC conference (Southeastern Conference), but his path to Knoxville 
began long before he first visited the campus (Row, 9979)e 
Bernard talked about some of the other #alented boys with whom 
he`d played against, boys whose abilities, by -his evaluati~~, rivaled or 
eclipsed hip owns But whey he was asked whatever° happened t~ them he 
Mopped and shook his head and the smile that had been on his face 
~fipped away (Row, ~ 979). Despite their ability, so few had managed 
~o escape the old neighborhood. Most were still there, with no 
education and still playing basketball in the same rundown park° 
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For as long as organized sports has been associated with 
American education, the traditionally some what comic, not altogether 
unappealing "dumb jock" image of the student-athlete has endured in a 
big way (Edwards, 1984), Along `nrith Harry Edwards there are other 
academicians and scholars r~vho believe that black student-athletes 
from the beginning have strikes against them. Harry Edwards states in 
his noted article of the "B(ack Dumb Jock", that black student-athletes 
from the outset have the proverbial "three strikes" against them. They 
must also contend, of course, with the connotations and social 
reverbations of the traditional "dumb jock" character° Mack student-
athletes are also burned ~nrith the insidiously racist implication of the 
myth of "innate black athletic superiority" and the more blatantly 
racisfi stereotype of the '°dcarrab negro~ cor~dernned by racial heritage to 
intellectual inferiority (Edwards, 1984)6 
Even today these black athletes continue to face the shame and 
demeaning thoughts and gestures of people°s stereotypes and 
prejudices. They continue to make the sacrifice for financial stability 
ar~d recognition. It should come as no surprise that the shameful 
situation of the black student-athlete has been for so long not only 
widely tolerated but expected and institutionally accommodated 
(Edwards9 194). 
Joe Paterno, head coach from Pennsylvania State University and 
192 "coach of the year" described the situation in January 193: 
For many years we have ~ had a race 
problem We have raped a generation and 
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a half of young black athletes. VVe have 
taken kids and sold them on bouncing a 
bail =~nd running with a football and that 
being able to do things athletically was 
going to be an end in itself (Spivey, 1983)0 
Many of these athletes at the end of their collegiate eligibility, 
begin to face new realities. These highly touted recruits who were 
pampered and catered to come to the university of their choice now 
must make the transition from glory years to educational 
enlightenment years.(Berry, 1981)° These black "blue chippers" who 
completed their eligibility but weren't drafted or were not in 
reasonable reach of receiving a degree tend no longer to be perceived on 
~a~mpus a~ the "big guns". Rather, they are frequently seen as a 
potential embarrassment to the athletic departments, their coaches 
and thea~ schools (Edwards, 1984). 
Edrrvards (1984), states that far to many of these former "air 
craft carriers" degenerate into athletic "flying dutchmen", season after 
s~a~on drifting pathetically from one professional tryout to another, 
victims of the "garden of dreams" that has become a perpetual 
nightmare of futility and disappointment9 holding to the hope of 
professional stardom until age and despair compel them to face 
realities of life after sports and with no education° And for decades, 
these student-athletes, usually 17~i 9 year old freshmen, have 
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informally agreed to a contract with the universities they attend 
athletic performance in exchange for an education. The athletes have 
kept their part of the bargain the universities have not. Universities 
and athletic departments have gained huge gate receipts, television 
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revenues, national visibility, donors to university programs as a result 
of the performances of gifted basketball and football players, of whom 
a disproportionate number of the most gifted and most exploited have 
been black. Even though blacks are not the only student-athletes that 
are being exploited, the abuses usually happen to them first and worst. 
One of the most prevalent questions taking precedence today in the 
athletic arena is "what is happening to those black athletes that 
weren`t able to make it in the professional ranks and second, why aren't 
they receiving an adequate education from the university they 
represented during their years of athletic competition? 
Today, the r~nany assumptions involving collegiate sports at any 
level, are usually discussed, defended or highly criticized by 
academicians, journalists, boosters and other participants in terms of 
the contributions sports makes to individual growth, group cohesion 
end societal stability (Frey, 19~6)o Taking into account the majority of 
contribution sports makes to the indevidual there appears to be some 
negatives at the bigmtirrre collegiate level° It is very well known that 
~n today's market of National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), 
college sports i~ seen as being ~ busirressa Sports in a capitalist 
society is organized so that it is almost impossible to separate the 
business aspect from the participation of the athletes themselves. 
Nowhere is this more clearly the case than in big-time collegiate 
sports (Spivey, 19 3). 
Since the formation of the NCAA, which was basically formed to 
"snuff out" all wrongful doings by the universities, the recruitment of 
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athletes, college sports has always been a separate entity from the 
schools. Farrell (1990), points out the following examples of the 
impact money has had on winning programs: 
ABC-TV and CBS-TV together paid almost $263.5 million dollars 
to broadcast football games between schools from 1988-1989. Each 
school that appeared in a nationally televised game in the 198-89 
season received $550,000 and $650,000 respectively. The importance 
of sports on television irr society is so pathetically blatant that ABC 
TV paid some schools with national rank (United Press International 
and Associated Press) "incentive fees'° of $250,000 for television 
(Farre11,1990)e This necessity to win in order t~ bring in the monies and 
compete in the recruiting wars for the bigmtirr~e athlete has put 
ir~er~clible pressured on athletic directors and coaches to produce. 
The physical and the emotional welfare o~ the athletes today are 
~~condary to their ath@etic performance Athletes in big-time, high 
pressure programs are more likely to be cynical about their books and 
realizing that they are athletes first and students second, if at all 
(Roy, 1984). The majority of these young black athletes are far behind 
in their ed~acationo The majority of these athletes recruited have only 
third and fourth grade reading levels, low rx~ath skills and no 
experiences in the science curriculur°n, but yet they are thrown into the 
educational atmosphere with students who have superior skills (Roy, 
1984). 
Time Magazine (1989), focused attention on the student-athletes 
who were earning millions of dollars for their schools, but weren't 
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getting an adequate education, During a three month investigation, 
Time talked to scores of young men ~nrho had hoped to exchange their 
sweat and talent on the basketball court for an education and a better 
way of living° Some of these young men received their degrees and 
found jobs. For many of these young r~en the promise of an education 
was a fraud° Many felt betrayed by the good intentions of others, and by 
the schools own self-interest° 
Low graduation rates and poor retention are a growing concern for 
the National Collegiate Athletic Association and its affiliates in higher 
learning° The National Collegiate Athletic Association publishes an 
annual report of athletes graduation rates but yvithh~lds the name of 
the institutions to avoid embarra~smenfi~ For example, oufi of twenty 
black student-athletes who played for the h/ler~phis state basketball 
program between 1976 rind 19 6, only one received a diploma (Time, 
19~9)e 
The Exploitation Of The Athlete`s Comt~aunity 
McPherson (1976 , states that society must address the blatant 
use and abuse of our black athletes, and also address what athletic 
scholarship awards are doing to the black community, 
not just the athlete. Black athletes are receiving handsome 
scholarships and making their respective athletic departments lavishly
wealthy, while sadly enough many of the athletes are getting little or 
no worthwhile education. He points out that only one per cent of them 
will go on and play professionally° 
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Data are beginning to show that some of these black athletes may 
be found amongst the homeless and the drug sub-culture using or 
selling drugs and other forms of criminal activitieso The educators 
who defend the indiscriminate admission of black male athletes to play 
a sport and make the pros are sending out false messages and hope to 
the black communities across the country (Petersen, 1990). Even some 
of the parents of these "blue-chip" athletes view the college 
scholarship as a stepping stone ~ to fame and fortune for their sons 
(Podell, 1986)a 
Advising flack Student-Athletes 
Ali is not lost ~noith black student-athletes receiving an 
education. There are many preventive measures that could ir~prov~ tk~e 
retention and graduation rates of black student-athletes° the afihletic 
academic advisor could play an important role in this helping process. 
fVlost definitions of help, come from subjective values (something 
tangible ~r intangible in a relationship between an advisor and a 
student-athlete) in which the advisor helps the afihlete to achieve an 
academic goal. In actuality, help is something that each person must 
accept. An academic advisor cannot force an athlete to do anything° 
Each student athlete r~nust accept and act on helpful information with 
tfhe knowledge that the ultimate responsibility belongs to that student-
athleteo for, indeed, help cannot be given to black student-athletes; it 
can only be offered (Henderson, 196). 
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Controlling vso Helping 
Some academic advisors see the helping process as one in which 
they conduct an intricate diagnosis of black student-athletes and then 
utilize a variety of methods to help them. Still there are other 
advisors who. see black student-athletes as "disadvantaged" and 
themselves as "advantaged°o These perspectives do not create helping 
relationships. On the contrary as stated by George Henderson (1986), 
"they are controlling relationships". When black student athletes are 
viewed as objects to be controlled rather than subjects to be taught, 
they become nonpersons° Conceptually, a very thin line exists betrnreen 
helping athletes to reach their maximum potential and manipulating 
there to ~onforrn to ~~~ expectations of their potentials 
Helping the Black Student-Athletes 
Academic advisors must observe certain values in a helping 
relationship, including 'the following ones, if the relationship is t~ be 
supportive (Ender, 1983). 
1 a believe that black student-athletes are maste~~ of their 
ovvrr destiny avith the right to control it in their oven 
interest° 
2. believe hat the dignity and worth of each black student 
athlete shall be respected at all times. 
3. believe in the right of black student-athletes to think their 
own thoughts and speak their own minds. 
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Simply stated, black athletes need to be treated as individuals. 
No matter hove much power or formal authority an organization confers 
ors its advisors, usable power and authority are granted by student-
athletes. T'he respect black student-athletes possess for their 
advisors will be determuned by how successful advisors are in helping 
these students achieve academic success. Therefore, it is more 
important for advisors to be aware of black student-athletes needs 
than to be experts in behavioral science theories with little cultural 
relevancy. 
Also academic advisors who are unaware of their own feelings, 
~nrill ultimately send black ~tudent~athletes a double message which 
will confuse the relationship (D~r~iels, 1989). First, and foremost, 
advisors/counselors must admit, "I arr' only human and as a human being 
will have favorites"e Some advisors prefer to work with star 
athletes; others prefer to work with high academic achievers; some 
prefer to work with nosy-black athletes; and others like black athletes 
betters There are no laws against attitudes and personal preferences, 
but there are many laws against discriminatory treatment° Only by 
acknowledging their personal preferences carr advisors compensate for 
them (Daniels, 1986), 
Finally, goad advisors are good listeners, They learn to listen 
with all their senses, not merely their earsa It is not enough to 
encourage black student-athletes to engage in open discussion; 
advisors must also respect if not agree with students' perceptions. 
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There are five basic principles to follow for effective advising of black 
students in general. 
1 a I shall strive to see positive aspects of black student-
athletes and praise them at least as often as I notice that 
needing correction° 
20 When I criticize rr~y advises' actions, I must ensure they 
recognize criticism of specific behavior and not as 
criticism of themselves as persons° 
3o I shall assume that all student athletes can see some 
reasonableness in their behavior, that there is meaning ire it 
for them if not for me. 
4o V1lhen I contribute to st~dent~athletes' sel~~respect, 
increase their positive feelings to~nra~d me and their 
aspect for rne. 
5e T~ at I~ast one student-athlete, I are a person of 
significance, and he is affected vitally by ray recognition of 
him and my good will toward hire as a person (Henderson, 
1986). 
The Status of the Black Male 
In order to discuss the trouble and failures of black ma[e 
student~athietes, people must begin to not look upon the black ma(e 
student-athlete as one dimensional but begin to understand their 
cLilture and their meanung of life for it will provide great insight and 
understanding of black student-athletes. 
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All that is pertinent to the demise of black athletes, specifically 
black male athletes derives fror~a a philosophical and historical context 
with black males in general (Mudhubuti, 1990). Mudhubuti, who stated " 
I lived and grew up with some of the so called "misfits of a nation". My 
eyes painted a different picture of these men that the media of our 
society portrayed as "insufficient and non-contributing people". "It 
wasn't that the majority of these men lacked fortitude and intelligence 
to "keep their dream alive", but the lack of support that hindered them 
in striving to "be the best they could be". It was in those same streets 
that I encountered marry of my fellovu~ brothers with needles of "ono 
h~pePo embellished into their veins, sicking and drawing out all of what 
could have been a beautiful life. It ~nras there that I caught my #first 
glimpse of a dysfunctional devel~pr►ient rivith black men°' (Mudhubuti, 
199fl pg.43). 
flack males have great difficulty surviving within t~~ external 
settings and internal settings ~f our society. The internal society 
being the prison system of Ar~nericaa Dostoevsky once wrote that if you 
want to know about a society, you should look into its prisons 
(Whitrt°~an, 1987)° Imprisonrtient rates are measured as the number of 
inmates per 100,000 people in the population° In 1925, when the United 
States began keeping these statistics9 the imprisonment rate was 79 
(Per 100,00)° This rate stayed more or less constant until 1972, when 
it started to rise drarrratically. By mid-1986, more than ahalf-million 
people were in state and federal prisons (Whitman, 1987). 
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This overall imprisonment rate obscures an important difference. 
In 1983 (the last year for which racial data are available)y the 
imprisonment rate was 713 for black people compared to 114 for white 
people. This meant that a black person was six times more likely to be 
imprisoned than a white person was (Whitman, 197). 
The reality of black male imprisonment is very devastating for 
blacks. A 197.9 government survey revealed that about one out of every 
five black men would go to prison in his life time. The imprisonment 
rates have spiraled since then, and the proportion is now closer to one 
out of every four. The total population of black men in prison in the 
United States is about 3 million, roughly the population of Chicago 
(Chicago Tribune, 1987)° There are' more black men from the ages of 
2029 that are under control of the criminal justice systerr~ than there 
are black men of all ages attending college° 
United States prisons hold a vast nur~ber of people of colorA 
flack people are incarcerated at a rate ~f 899 per 100,000 population, 
eight times the rate for White people in this country and almost twice 
the rate for black people in South Africa! This is by far the highest 
rate in the world. Such a large number of incarcerated people 
constitutes swell-defined system of population control (Whitman, 
197)0 
In flack communities there is a short ration of basic necessities 
and an overabundance of "poisons" that infest many lives, ensuring 
poverty, prison, and complete demise (Whitman, 1987)° A government 
study on blacks in the prison system, predicts that by the year 2000, 
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70% of black men ~rvill be unert~ployed. As of today, more black men are 
incarcerated than in college. The Chicago Tribune conducted a study on 
imprisonment of black males in the Illinois jail systems and found that 
there are approximately one prison guard for every three prisoners, yet 
there is only one teacher for every thirty students in the Illinois public 
school systems (Chicago Tribune, 19~7)e 
nlludhubuti (1990); states that drugs, gangs and police terror are 
serious threats to the survival of the black rrrale and his community, 
particularly today when 45% of all black children live in poverty and 
the number one cause of death for black men between the ages of 15-34 
i~ homicide. While prisons spend money on more guard t~v~rers, barbed 
wires, and new maxirrr~m security units, they cut the 
educational/vocational programs. Research studies indicate that rr~ost 
people assume that "crime is caused by bad ir~diveduals". 
The individual is blamed and since most ~f the blame is directed 
toward black people, this leads ultimately to the crirr~inalization of an 
entire people° 
Population and Distribution 
In 1980 the census put the population of black males at 1206 
million or 6% of the total population° In 1987, the estimated 
population of black males in the United states 'was i4e1 million, or 
again 6% of the total population. (United states Bureau of the Census, 
199) The 1980 census indicated that the median age of black males 
was 23.6 years; this was lower than the national average (3000); white 
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males (29.6); black females (26.2); and white females (32.2)a ~y 1987, 
the median age of black men had increased to 25.8 years; however, it 
remained the lowest among the major groups (white males, 3109; black 
females, 28e5; white females, 34.2; and the national median of 32.1 
years). (UeS Bureau of the Census, 1989) The black teen male population 
age 1319 comprises 7a7°/a of the total black population in 1980 and 
1603% of the total black male population in 1987° (UeS Bureau of the 
Census, 1989) 
Family Environment 
Ire 19~7a there were 409 rr~illic~r~ black households with members 
under the ages of 1 ~, and there were 5 mollior~ black households with no 
rner~ber~ under the age of 1 ~m (selection Committee on Children, Youth 
and Families, 19fi9)o 
in a survey of n~~rly 29500 inne~~city residents in Chicago, 
ernploy~d fathers were twice as likely as unemployed or non-employed 
fathers to marry the mother of their fiat childo (Testa, 19 9) Also in 
19 49 27% of all black males 1926 had been an unwed father at some 
tirneo (Lerman, 1986) In 19 7, 52% ~f III black families with children 
v~rere headed by ~ rnot~er only compared with 1 ~% of all white families 
and 29% of all Fii~panic families. (U.S. ~ureat~ of the Census, 1989). 
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Economic Status 
The number of black males in the labor force was 6.5 million in 
1987a flack males comprise 5.4% of the total labor force and white 
males make up 4802%. (UoS. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1987). 
~i-weekly median earnings for black male wage and salary 
workers in 1987 were $326 dollars, about 72% of the median for white 
males° (U.Sa bureau of the Census, 1989) Also, the employment 
population ratio of black. males (the number of employed persons as a 
percentage of the total working age population) has suffered a general 
downward trend in the last decade° In 196, it was 60.6%, the lowest 
arr°~ong the major male groups (IJ.Se Bureau of Labor statistics, 9 9~7). 
`The jobless rate for black teenagers remained fihe highest among 
all major groups. In 197, the unemployment rate for black male 
teenagers was 34.5% compared with 15.4% for vvhife male teenagersa..a 
ratio of more than 2 to 1 e In 197, approximately, one third of all 
black males 15-24 lived in poverty compared to 10% of all white males 
in that age group (IJ.Se bureau of the Census, 19fi9)o 
Educational Factors 
°The number of back males 1 ~ years and over who enrolled in 
eolle~e declined from 961,000 in 1981 to 938,000 in 1985, a decline of 
%a In contrast, white males why enrolled in college increased from 
5~.0 million to 5.1 million of 2°/a (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 199). 
In high school, black male students are suspended about 3 times 
snore often than their white counterparfis (Joint Center for Political 
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Studies, 1989)8 The percentage of black men age 1824 in college 
dropped from 3504% in 1976 to 27.8% in 1987 despite an increase in the 
n~~mber of black graduates from high schools with college preparatory 
c~~urses (The Washington Post, 1989, p. A4). There are forty percent of 
all adult black males who are functionally illiterate (National Research 
Council, 19~~). While black students comprise 16% of elementary and 
secondary public school enrollment, only about 8% of public school 
tE~achers are black (Joint Center for Political Studies, 1989) 
F~e~lth Status 
~n 19~7y the life expectancy for black males at birth was 65.2 
y~ear~, ~r~d it was 7282 for white males (National Center for Health 
~~atist~~s, 1987)° Thy life expectancy for black males ages 20 was 
4703 compared to 53.4 for white males (NCHS, 198~)e Homicide is the 
leading cause of death for black males, 15024° A black male has a 1 in 
21 chance of being murdered before age 25 ((National Center for Health 
Statistics, 1988; Centers for disease control, 19~6)~. In 194, blacks 
comprised 30% of male drug abuse deaths (National Institute orr Drug 
Abuse, 1986). 
criminal violence, especially black ors black offenses is a serious 
problem that has major consequences for the survival and growth of 
black people and their communities (Gary and drown, 1976). When a sex 
variable was introduced in a study conducted by Gary and Brown, black 
males had the highest victimi~atiorr rate for crimes of violence than 
any other social group in America° In 1977, the rate was 57.4% for 
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black males, 45.3% for White males, 29.0% for black females and 21.7% 
for white fernaleso In 1979, 191,462 black males were arrested for a 
violent crime (U.S. Department of Justice, 190:200). 
The most detrimental and major causation of death for black 
males is homicidal violencey which is defined as either murder or 
manslaughter. According to data from the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation9 in 1979, 3 of 4 murder victims were males, 54 of every 
100 were white, 43 were black and the remainder were of other races 
(U.S. Department of Justice, 1980:7). flack men were almost six times 
more likely to die as a result of homicide than were vUhite rne~ ire 197 . 
Howeverp tk~e horr~icidaU rate for norr~white~ has been declining since 
19 5, and it has been increasing for White males. 
~I~o, more ~lack~ were killed by other blacks in 1977 than did ~n 
the enfire nine years of the Vietnarrr war, blacks kilf~d in combat ire 
i~ietnam between 1963 and 1972 numbered 5,690 but in 1977, a total 
of 5,734 blacks were killed by other blacks in the United States (Gary 
and drown, 1987)° 
Alcohol Abuse and Violence 
A question that stands in the minds of those vvho are concerned 
about the violence of black men is does alcohol abuse contribute to the 
nnajority of black males violent behaviors? In a research study done by 
Lariverence E, Gary (Drinking and Homicide, 1986), the study shows that 
both violence and alcohol abuse have a higher incidence in urban 
communities, especially among black males. The consumption of 
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alcoholic beverages alone will not necessarily lead to acts of violence. 
~lovvever, Gary's studies have demonstrated that alcohol cyan altar one's 
behavior and evidence suggests that alcohol does cause are increase in 
violence in some people under certain conditionso 
National data on homicide collected by the United States 
Department of Justice, (1980:24) suggests that alcohol usEd and abuse 
does play a role in criminal circumstances. Prison, victim and case 
specific violence studies at local sites have linked alcohol abuse to 
homicidal violence° The study presented by Gary (196), revealed that 
black men, especially those under the age of 30, were more likely t~ b~ 
victims of alcohol~re[ated homicides than were either white men or 
women or black vvo~en in that age group. The study also found that for 
example, the use of a knife or other sharp weapon predominated in 
alcohol present homicides, especially those cages involving black 
males. 
One reason for the behavior and actions of black males and the 
large consumption of alcohol stems from the black males approach in 
trying to cope with his social and psychological frustral:ions, resulting 
from unemployment, underemployment and over employment; by poverty 
and inflation; inadequa$e housing, no houseng; family prok►lems and 
discrimination. The environment and conditions of blacks living 
gcaarters make them vulnerable to the "hard" impact of stress and 
hypertension (Forman, 1979p Gary, 1978 and Harper, 197~i). 
The- consequences of an inadequate education are vary 
devastating, especially when one views education as a primary 
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prerequisite for competing in the job market° Rather than face the 
realities of unemployment or no employment at all, many ~f our young 
and gifted black males are stepping into the trenches of the United 
States of America armed forces which is perceived as a subtle form of 
living and as a more constructive option° It is there in the armed 
services that these young black men can have dignity and pride and 
respect from peers (Write peers). Binkin, Etelberg, Schexineder, and 
Smith (1982), reported that almost one of every five black males born 
between 1957 and 1962 had entered the military service.. 
As the nation's largest employer of black males, the armed force 
supply much needed jobs° They prepare men to compete in the civilian 
labor market by providing basic training in many career fields. The 
negative aspects of this overrepresentation of blacks in the armed 
forces include their disproportionate cluster in combat farces and thus9
a greater likelihood of becoming a casualty of war (Parh~irr~ ~ NlcDavis, 
197, 
Development for Persons of Color 
based upon findings from authors Margaret J. parr, M, Lee Uperaft 
and associates (1990), there is more attention being developed to the 
concept of student development for persons of color° ti~ost critics 
rivouid acknowledge that students of color are in many rNays similar to 
other students in their development° However, these s<~me critics 
would argue that existing developmental theories make certain 
assumptions about the commonality of environment, culture, and 
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backgrounds of students that simply are not valido Also many people 
believe that by being raised in a minority culture in a m~~jority society 
creates different developmental outcomes for youth of tt-iat minority 
culture° 
Parental roles child rearing practices, cultural values, 
community corx~mitments and obligations, and other culturally related 
factors combine to produce different developmental dynai~nics for 
minority students. The problem arise from many developmental 
theories assuming that culturally related factors are con:>tant, and 
they ignore cultural differences in explaining minority st~~dent 
devefopmente Fact is that these cultural differences are too strong to 
be ignored. 
One particular theorist, V1/.E. Cross9 Jro (1978), sees persons of 
color moving through fur stages that reflect their develoE~ment. The 
first is the pre-encounter stage, which is ck~aracterized ~~y a limited 
self-awareness about difference and dependence upon m~~jority group 
for sense of worth and by an attitude toward the world grid self that is 
deterrrrined by the majority group° 
Then there is stage 2 (encounter stage): which is characterized by 
an awareness of differences between majority and minority groups-an 
awareness that is usu~0ly precipitated by a significant ev~ente Minority 
group members search for their own group's identity; history and 
reinterpret all events from their own group°s perspective, and 
e~cperience the deepening trauma of discrimination. 
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Stage 3 (immersion stage), which is basically characterized by 
the destruction of the old identity and the glorification of the new 
identity as a minority group rnembera Minority group members discard 
majority group values and stereotypes, behave as though the majority 
group were not human, feel a very strong attachment to the minority 
group, confront the system, and participate in political action on behalf 
of their group. 
The last of the stages (internalization), which is characterized by 
the internalization of the new identity9 meaning that the minority 
individual can renegotiate with the rnajoritye Minority group members 
at this stage have inner security ae~d compa~~ion for ali rninoritiese 
They demonstrate commitment to their principles and participate 
act~rrely in making social change. 
These four stages are the basic elements that coincide vv~th 
people of color, mainly blacks, progressiveness in devel~pir~g solid, 
.stable, morals and values toward the external settings of society. 
flack college student-athletes are particularly of risk f~~° experiencing 
vareou~ forms of developmental crises and psychological distress° 
Erikson (1966), describes stages of adolescent developrnE~nt; 
Farnsworth and Chickering (1976), later applied Erik Erik:~ons concepts 
of development to univ~~sity students as a wholee There they were 
named separating from family and assuming independence, 
consolidating an identity and a mature sexiability as the "salient 
maturational tasks" for adults° 
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Summary of the Review 
Thy major impetus for this review of black athlete: in America, 
was to provide insight into the dilemma many black athletes had to 
face in order to compe~~ and participate in American sports. Many of 
those first pioneers in ~po~ts for the black race made their mark as a 
"stepping stone" for many of the athletes todaye Thy one downfall in 
the past for the black athletes has been the non-existence in literature 
on the contributions these athletes made. 
The review revealed that sports played a major rolE; in bla~l~ 
urban Americans° In addition sports has ~hapeci the external and 
strucfiural forces of the urban communities. Sports for many African 
Americans has been viewed as an escape routs fror~ hard times. Many 
cf ttp~ urban African-Americans that participate in sports "fully and 
wt~~l~ he~rtedly", have been falling by the way side in tl-ieir academics 
while pursuing the dream of one day becoming a professional athlete. 
These are the athletes that are found amongst the homeless, drug 
addicts and criminals in the prison systems° 
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CHAPTER III. METHODOLOGY 
In an effort to better understand Iowa State Univer;~ity's black 
student-athletes and theur perceptions at Iowa State, a four part 
questionnaire was developed and administered to 125 forrner black 
~tudent~athietes. 
The questionnaire asked several questions pertaining to the 
athletes experience and involvement while afi the university. The 
purpose of the questionnaire was to find reasons to why ~~ertain black 
athletes meet their objectives in graduating v+~hile others coo not. The 
original questions were generated by the researchers per;~onal 
involvement with athletics and conversations with past and present 
black student-athletes. 
The questionnaire was refined by input from the 
Academic/Athletic coorc~ir~ator, members of the Program ~~f Study 
Committee and the Researcher. 1`h~ quesfiions were based upon the 
firmer student-athletes academic and athletic standings while 
enrolled in the university° The questionnaire was approveo~ by the 
Human Subjects Committee (see appendix b). 
The athletes were asked to rate certain factors thaib played 
significant roles in their experiences while at the university. The . 
athletes were also asked to comment or make suggestion;a in 
alleviating the problems of black student-athletes retention and 
graduation rates at predominantly white institutions° 
The questionnaire focused on the following four parts: See 
appendix C for sample of questionnaire. 
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Part I: Black Experience 
Part I of the questionnaire asked several questions that related 
to the athletes perception of the external environment at the 
university. These external factors included stereotypes, racism and 
discrimination practices towards blacks. Also the subjects were also 
asked to rate internal and external variables within the university that 
contributed to their feelings of isolation and non-acceptance. 
Part II: Athletic/Academic Objectives 
Part II of the questionnaire focused orr the black athletes 
experiences ar~d attitudes toward the athletic departments support 
services for their athletes° The questionnaire asked the student 
athletes t~ rate their involvement and coh~~sivene~s writh their 
academic counselor/advisdro The questionnaire also sought to find the 
relationshep between the academic counselor/advisor exp~ectation~ and 
the student-athletes academic performance° 
Part III: Athletics 
Part three dealt with the athletes views and percep~tfons of the 
coach/coaches attitudes about their (thy players) personal life, 
academic pursuits and professional careers after the players eligibility 
~ndede 
Part IVe Personal Questionnaire 
Finally, part IV focused on demographic information about the 
athletes personal background and school information. QuE:stions rnrere 
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included to find out whether or not the athletes have graduated, if they 
would Iske to continue their education, the type of high school systerrr 
they were from, geographical areas, family situation (were they first 
generation students, which parentis attended college), and their 
current status (i.e., are they employed, where are they located now, are 
they still pursuing athletic endeavors). 
Additional Data 
The second part of the methodology used in this research includes 
Iowa States athletic department data on their athletes° academic 
background and sports participation that had an impact on their 
academic pursuits. 
The data gathered for this part ~f the research ~nrere obtained 
from files within the athletic departr~nent. These files contained the 
following information; the athletes years of participation, their 
academic records, sport, financial aid status, high school ranks sat/act 
scores9 grade point averages, deficiency points9 credit hours, quality 
points, advisors, majors and social security nurr~bersa The information 
was then gathered and formatted en alphabetical sequence with I~st 
game, first, and first name, last to sort the dataa The data were then 
f~rrr~atted to provide accurate grade point averages, f~igh school rank, 
and act/sat scores for each student. 
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Delimitations of the Research 
One significant delimitation of the questionnaire would be 
certain biases some of the athletes may exhibit. Some of the subjects 
might have negative feelings toward the university as a whole and may 
not respond to the questionnaire° Also, because the study is based on a 
ten year period other extraneous factors might prohibit an adequate 
return rate from the participants i.e., no forwarding address, lack of 
information from the athletic department on their former student-
athletes whereabouts and death° 
Another factor that could limit the research is based upon the 
sample gr~~ap being studied. Most athletes have a sense of privacy when 
it pertains fio their academic endeavors and many feel urr~or~fortable ~n 
answering certain questions about their academic experiences° ~ir~ally, 
since them is very little literature regarding the black male athletes 
academic progression at predominantly white institutions this would 
limit the researcher with the number of resources available to gain a 
clearer and better perception of blacl~ ~tudent~athletes. 
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CHAPTER IV. FINDINGS AND RESULTS 
The study is focused on studentmathlete~ opinions about various 
perceptions associated rn~ith student athletes graduating from Iowa 
State lJniversityo The study will test the null hypothesis that there is 
no difference between student athletes perceptions whom graduated 
from Iowa State University and student-athletes perceptions who did 
not graduate. Of the 56 black student-athletes who responded in the 
study, approximately 37,5 percent of them graduated (21) and 62.5 
percent did not graduate (35). 
The primary purposes of this study were to find significant 
factors influencing Iowa State lJniversity°s black student-athletes 
retention and graduatio~v rates. T`he results of the study were based on 
two findings. The first part of the results were based on the black 
student athletes responses to the questionnaire, and the second part 
was based on data obtained from student files. The questionnaire a~k~d 
certain questions about their experiences at Iowa State, ioeo 9
academics, environmental and athletics° The researcher aim vvas to see 
if a correlation existed between the black student-athletes 
eacperiences in the areas aforerx~e~ntioned ire relation t~ their acaderr~i~ 
standing at lovva State University° 
demographic Characteristics 
Demographic date obtained from the student-athletes 
questionnaire sheets v~eere compiled using frequency counts and 
percentages. The participants included 125 former Iowa State 
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University black student athletes. There were 125 questionnaires 
mailed to former black student-athletes who were enrolled from 1980 
to 1990. The frequency counts and percentages were based on the 
foliovving categories° 
Geographical Areas 
Based upon the y~estionnaires received, approximately 62.5% of 
the black athletes were recruited from large metropolitan areas, while 
2e5% were recruited from a foreign continent, and 35% were from 
suburban areas of the states° Thy majority of the respondents were 
recruited from Mid-western states, i.e., Illinois, ~llict~igan, Ohio, 
IVlissours and Indiana, 6% were frortl the stag of California, 4.5°f~ 
vver~ front east coast areas and 2.3% v~rere from southern ~tate~a 
~~X 
Thy majority of the returned questionnaires were males (~9e5%)e
which was due largely in part of the male to female athlete ratio° Of 
the total 125 black student athletes being surrieyed ninety seven were 
rt~ales. 
Graduation Rate 
`fhe graduation rate of the black student-athletes who returned 
their questionnaires was 3~% while the total 125 participants 
graduation rate for all 125 was 37%. For those athletes that left the 
university before completing their degrees the percentage was 62%, 
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whereas the overall total 125 surveyed was 63%a The black female 
student athletes (N=28) exceeded their black males graduation rate by 
10% (45%). The black male student-athletes (N=97) graduation rate was 
35%e 
The team sports graduation rates included teams from the men`s 
and women's basketball team, men's and women°s track tear-n and the 
men°s football team° The women's basketball and track team had the 
highest combined graduation rate compared to men's track, football and 
b~sketbalB teams (45% ar~d 38%). 
Questionnaire Responses 
phis section reports the percentages of the responses by the 
athletes pertaining to their perceptions and views while participating 
academically and athletically at Iowa State University, 
Questions 1,4,79 ,13,26 from questionnaire 
based upon the findings from the questionnaire, the most 
influential and significant questions that pertained to the outcome of 
Iowa states black student-athletes retention and graduation rates 
were questions 1,4,7,x,13,26. 
beginning with the first response from question one, which asked 
for the student-athletes response to the city of Ames being conducive 
to their social life. 34.5% stated that it was moderately low, while 
1505% stated that it was lo~nr and 12.1 % stating that it is average (as 
indicated in Table 1). 
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Question one appeared to be an important aspect for many of the 
black athletes surveyede Many of the athletes felt that being able to 
adapt or not being able to adapt to the University's community played a 
vital role in many of the athletes leaving or staying to complete their 
degrees° Most of the athletes (34.5%), stated that the community was 
moderately conducive to their social life. Many also stated in the open 
ended part of the questionnaire that a lot of activities at the university 
and also off campus, did not pertain to them, which led to the feeling of 
isolation. When asked about Iowa State making them feel apart of the 
college experience, they indicated a very low response (see Table 2). 
l`able 1 o To what extent did you find Ames conducive to social life 
Value Label Frequency Valid Percentage 
Very Low 5 905 
Low 9 1505 
(Moderately Low 21 34e5 
Somewhat Lorry 6 15.5 
Average 8 1 ~m1 
Little Higher Than 3 4.5 
Arrg . 
IVloderately I~ligh 4 605 
High ~ ~ 
Total: ~~ 100 
frequencies are the n~rnber of r~~ponder~t~ answering the 
question, 
Question seven asked about Iowa State llniv.Ersity non-student0 
athletes and faculty vierws and opinions about them as student-
athletes. Many of the athletes felt that the student body and faculty 
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members at the university viewed them as athletes and only athleteso 
The black student-athletes felt that by them being athletes at the 
University people in general ded not view them as being students 
therefore limiting them from other aspects of college life. 
In the open ended response questions several of the respondents 
felt that their were bias amongst faculty and staff members pertaining 
to their education° Many felt that the instructors had set notions about 
them before the instructor had a chance to know them personally (see 
Table 3)0 
Table 2. question 4 To what extent did Iowa State make their black 
student-athletes feel a part of tt~~ college experience. 
Value Label Frequency Valid Percentage 
Very Low 9 15,5 
Low 9~ 1505 
Moderately Low 17 29.3 
Somewhat Low 9 1505 
Average 6 i Oa3 
Little Higher Than 3 502 
Aug. 
Mloderately High ~ ~ 
Total ~ ~ 1 00 
Question number eight appeared to be significant for the black 
student-athletes. Many of the athletes believe by having someone 
whom they could talk t~ in confidence would be of significant help in 
them adjusting and dealing with most of the problems they face 
academically and athletically. The question asked Iowa State black 
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student-athletes how they felt about Iowa State providing them with 
black role models (see Table 4)e 
Table 3. question 7 To what degree did you feel that Iowa State 
students and faculty members viewed you as a student first. 
Value Label Frequency Valid Percentage 
Veoy Low 13 22.4 
Low 5 8.6 
Moderately Low 13 22.4 
Somewhat Low 13 22.4 
Average 7 12.1 
Little ~ligher Than 6 10.3 
Avg o 
Somewhat High 1 1.7 
Total: 5~ 1 00 
The black student-athletes were also asked to rats their 
academic abilities while in high school. The athletes were assured of 
confidentiality in this section° Upon graduating from high school, most 
of the athletes thought they were prepared to meet the academic 
requirements at lovva Sfiate, but eventually realizing that they were 
lacking in academic preparation while taking certain math and science 
courses at the lJniversity, 
The majority of the respondents felt that they were not 
sufficently prepared to meet the english requirements at Iowa State 
University. Based upon the english, math and science curriculum at 
lov~ra State University the athletes felt that those courses had an 
impact with their subpar academic standings at Iowa State University° 
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Table 4. question ~ To what extent did you feel that IorNa State 
provided Black role models for their flack student-athletes 
Value Label 
Very Low 
Low 
Mc►derately Low 
Somewhat Low 
Average 
Higher Than Average 
Ta~tal: 
Frequency 
7 
13 
23 
9 
4 
58 
e 
Valid Percentage 
12.1 
22x4 
39.7 
1505 
6.9 
~..4 
100 
In question twenty six the black student athletes reported that 
they felt Iowa State University's athletic department dicl not do are 
effective job in hiring more minorities for positions that could help 
them academically, sociallys and athletically. The athletes felt that 
there should be more minorities within the administrative and 
counseling and advising positions (see Table 6). 
Table five shows the frequencies and percentages of the athletes 
response to their high school academic preparation. This question was 
very important to the researcher based upon the NCAA passages of 
proposition 48 and proposition 42; to determine if standardized testing 
is a predictable solution fog student-athletes academic ~uccesso 
However, both proposition 4~ and 42 are considered to be bias to 
minorities° Academic success for black student athletes can best be 
dE;termined by non-cognitive variables as described in this studX. 
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Table 5. question 13 To what degree when you were in High School 
would you rate your Ac;.~demic Abilities. 
Vague Label 
Lo rry 
Moderately Low 
Somewhat Low 
Average 
Liti:le Higher Than 
Avg. 
Somewhat High 
Moderately High 
F~ic~h 
Very High 
T'ot~l: 
Frequency
1 
4 
10 
10 
11 
13 
3 
4 
2 
5~ 
Valid Percentage 
1.7 
6.9 
17.2 
17.2 
19.0 
22.4 
5.2 
6.9 
3.5
100 
Table 6o question 26. To what extent did you feel that the Athletic 
~ep~rtrnent tried to hire rnvre minoritieso 
Value Label 
Very Low 
Low 
iVlead~rafiely Low 
Some~nrhat Lo~nr 
Average 
M~d~rately High 
~°~talo 
Frequency
33 
15 
5 
1 
3 
5~ 
Valid Percentage 
56°9 
25x9 
~.6 
1~7 
502 
1,~Z 
X00 
,academic Characteristics 
The second part ofi the data gathered, focused on the black 
st~~dent~athletes academic performance while in high school and also 
during their college years° The data consisted of the black student-
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atriletes grade point averages, SAT, ACT and high school rank after four 
ye~~rs of participationo 
The results from these data divide the aforementioned statistics 
by team sports and gender° The data show the averages, ranges and 
standard deviations° The SAT, for the black female student-athletes 
sh~aw a higher score than the black male athletes (Table 7). 
The following averages are- for black student-athletes° The total 
score on the average for the black female student-athletes is 860, 
which would qualify fihe black female athletes for eligibility purposes 
as stated by tie current NCAA rules for eligibility° 
Table 7. indicates that the men's basketball team as a whole 
would qualify for eligibila$y purposes as stated by the ~ NCAA current 
rcale~ and regulation. with their total test score being ~0~. The 
number of participants for the men's and v~rorrren's track team does nod 
coi~npare to the total number of participants for the other sports, 
therefore leading the data to be sumr►iarized based on a few number of 
participanfisa 
The men's ar~d w~men'~ track team would qualify for participation 
in track9 barely meeting the r~ninirr~um requirement as set by the current 
N~AA bylaws° 
Thy following are ACT test scores for both men and women and 
also for tearr~ sports° Table ~ and 9 slow the mean, minimum, maximum, 
an~~ standard deviation for both men and women test scores. These test 
results were based upon the ten year study of the average scores for 
participants° 
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As indicated by table ~ Iowa States black female athlefies out 
scared the black males o~ the AC`To The black female athletes barely 
met the current NCAA r~q~irernent of eligibility and the black males 
did not by scoring an average of 140 
Talale 7e Mean Sch~la~tic Aptitude `test Scores (SAT) For: Gender and 
Tears Sportsa 
Mein Range Std. Dev. 
~~k Female Athletes 
Verbal 438 310620 94 
~Vla.th 355 270620 99 
Composite 793 
~I;~~k Mile Athle. 
i~~rbal 39~ 220030 103 
~la~tf~ 339 ~~0~59Q 94 
Composite 73~ 
~lorrten`s Basketball . . . .. . .. .. 
Verbal 442 300m620 99 
MI2~th 41 ~ 31 Qm620 ~4 
Composite X60 
Ilil~n`s basketball 
Werbal 424 300~62Q ~9 
fUi~th 3~4 270m6Q0 94 
~~~rr~posite ~6~ 
VV~~men's Track 
Verbal 435 310m6~0 99 
(V1~th 302 2~0~600 94 
C~mpaswte .737 
AAenss l°rack 
V~rbai 340 270600 94 
Nl~~th 315 2~0~600 94 
Cc~rnposite 655 
~~ra State Football 
V~.rbal 400 310620 99 
Meth 3~~ 2~0~600 94~ 
Composite 736 
m 
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Table ~. (flack males/Females ACT average score). 
Black Males 
~I<~ck Females 
N9ean ACT Range STD 
14 0 0 4-28 4 
1700 10-25 4 
The black student-athletes grade point averages show the mean s
range and standard deviation by team sport and gender. The grade point 
averages are from all ofi the 125 participants and the averages from the 
years 1980 through 1990° The averages in table 9. show a higher grade 
point average for the black female athletes when corr~pared to their 
black male counterparts (see belorN table 9). 
`fhe high school rank for both male and fernai~s v~rere 47°f~ percent, 
which placed the athletes in the top middle half of their class° `the 
rankings in high school might vary some based upon the black student 
athletes high school system (public school vse private schaol)o 
The black male student-athletes high school rank was 49% also 
ranking them in the top half of their class. Thy black fennale student 
atGlletes high school rank was much higher with a 31 % high school rank 
percentage. The lower the percentage of rank the higher the athletes 
were in their perspective class. 
Additional Analysts 
There were additional analysis used for the study to show the 
significance of the student-athletes perceptions white at Iowa State 
lJr~iversity. The analyses are broken down into statistical form using 
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three different tests to provide the researcher with the most 
significant variably related to the athletes retention and graduation 
rate at Iowa State University. The tests are the mean score 
perceptions of the student-athletes environment, academics and 
athletic experiences as noted in the questionnaire° 
Table 9. Athletes and l`earr~ grade point averages over ten year period. 
Athletes 
flack Male 
flack females 
Mean GPA RANGE 
1.944 0.25-3°58 
20362 i .29-3°31 
o.a 
o.osa 
beam Sport Mean GPA Range Sly 
Track Teems 
Allen's 2°11 1,42~2e92 Qa363 
Women's 2.36 1.29-303 ~a5~7 
basketball Teams 
VV~rx~en's 2034 1 e73-3.~2 Oa37 
Men`s 1.94 1,263.23 Oo35 
Football Team 
1.90 0~25~3058 Oo~2 
tiypothe~is 
The perceptions of student~atf~letes who did not graduate from 
Iowa state University experience as measured by environmental, 
academic and athletic variables is less than the perception of student-
athletes who graduated from Iowa State University. Stated in the Null 
form the hypothesis would state: the perception of student-athletes 
wk~o did not graduate from Iowa State University experiences were no 
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different than those students who graduated° Thus9 the null hypothesis 
is tested against the directional alternative. 
Table 10. (T~Test of Graduates and Non-Graduates comparing 
perceptions of their experience). 
V ri 
Envir~nm~ntai 
Non~Gradse 
Caraduates 
Aead~m i~ 
NonmGradse 
Graduates 
Athletics 
Non~Gradso 
Graduates 
(Number Mean T-value Prob. 
3 5 3.4 0.87 .0390 
21 3.7 
35 4e6 1.38 .0177 
21 5.2 
35 4.3 0.49 °0629 
~ 1 4e5 
The probability is greater than .Q5 that the difference between 
the two groups (graduates -vs- non graduates) would have occurred by 
chance if the null hypothesis was true° T'he difference cannot be 
contributed to anything other than sampling errors° Thus, it can be 
concluded that the perceptions of student athletes who graduated is 
quite different from the perceptions of those student athletes who did 
not graduate° 
'Trend Analysis 
There was na significant pattern betrNeen the groups of graduates 
or non-graduates° The graduates mean perception of fiheir experiences 
at ISIJ was higher (4.5) than the non-graduates (4.0)o It can be 
concluded that there is a relationship between the graduates average 
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perception of their experience and their success while at Iowa State 
lJniversity (see figure 1 ~o Note: Figures 1 ~5 graphically present data 
results° The ranges are from 1-10 with 1 being very low perceived and 
10 being very highly perceived 
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Results Usirvg Parson Correlation Coefficients 
The researcher hypothesized tf~at graduates have a higher 
perception of their environment, academic and athletic experiences at 
Iowa State University, and that graduates would tend to spy that they 
perceive the overall experience at Iowa State University to be positive. 
Using a Pearson Correlation, it was found that student-athletes 
ability to graduate correlated positively and signifiicantly with 
students perceptions of their experience at Iowa State University. The 
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variable identifying if students graduated or not and ail perceptions 
variables (environmental, academic, athletics), had a positive 
coefficient. 
There is a significant relationship between the two groups 
(graduates ~vs- non graduates). This means that respondents who 
graduated were more likely to have higher perceptions than respondents 
who did not graduate (see table 11). 
Tabled 11. Pearson Correlation Coefficients. 
~nviranrr'ent 
Academics 
Athletics 
~Var27 
Envir®nment Academics Athletics Var27 
1.000 *~~*~ ~~~*~ ~~*~* 
.6390' 10000 ~~~`*~ *~*** 
86436* 06966 10000 ~ ~ ~' 
02523'~~ .2593~~ 02935~~ 1.000 
~i/ar27 identifies students status Graduate or tVon-graduate 
* variable significant ~t less than ,0~ 
*' Variable significant at less than °05 
Table 12e Correlation analysis of student status (graduates /non-
graduates) with level o~ perception of the e~vironrner~t at Iowa Mate 
lJ~irrersity. 
Variable Number G~rrelation Probability 
Coefficient 
Environment 5~ 02523 .049 
Academics 5 ~ .259 0042 
Athletics 58 °2935 D035 
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Discussion of Results 
based upon the findings from the questionnaires and academic 
performance of Iowa State University black student-athletes, the 
significance of using standardized testing for purposes of predicting 
the success rate of black student athletes would nat appear to be a 
fa~tora The most significant factors in the athletes not receiving their 
degrees appear to be other factors such as stable and solid support 
from the athletic department as well as the university, role models and 
the hiring of more minorities within the department. Many of the 
athletes believed that with a commitment from the administration in 
both the athletic department as well as in admissions, the problem of 
lotnr retention and graduation rates among the athletes brought to Iowa 
State could be alleviated. 
based upon the response of the questionnaires the respond~nt~ 
suggest that there is a void in the commitment on the part of the 
university and the athletic department in hiring more minorities for 
black student-athletes. For the most part the athletes felt that there 
~nras a lack of cohesiveness within the administrative system to deal 
~rvith certain problems athletes faced while enrolled at the university. 
based on the student-athletes responses, role models, support, 
end the objectiveness in hiring more minorities, would appear to be the 
rr~ost significant factors in the low numbers of student-athletes 
graduating and leaving the university. Although academic preparedness 
had an effect on the retention rate, it was not the soli purpose ~f the 
athletes leaving without receiving their degrees (see Figure 2). 
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CHAPTER V. F~ECOMENDATI4NS AND CONCLUSION 
Introduction 
The primary purpose of this study was to identify different 
#actors that suggest why some of Iowa State University black student-
athletes achieved academically while other athletes failed. 
Although about 12% of the population is black, the median enrollment of 
black undergraduates in NCAA division I colleges and universities is 4% 
(NCAA, 1989). In division I football and men's and women's basketball, 
blacks are overrepresented given their proportions in either the UaS. or 
undergraduate population (NCAA9 199). 
Approxirtiately 37% of the football players who participate at the 
division I institutions are bCack ((VCAA, 1989)° College students who 
are black and who participate in either intercollegiate athletics or in 
other extracurricular activities differ in same rather striking ways 
from regular college students, as measured by their grade point 
averages in high school and the Scholastic Aptitcade Test (SAT) or the 
American College Testing (ACT) Assessment pragramo Their grade 
point averages in college are lower. They are also from households 
with lower socfoeconomi~ status (tVCAA, ~ 9~9). As a result of the 
aforementioned, black athletes have the lornrest persistence rates along 
with the lowest retentions and highest attrition rates in the nation° 
flack youth are not totally without ambition: they have several 
guides to follow. Having made the point that blacks could identify with 
each other °automatically`, it is no surprise to learn that, when it 
cones to organizing aspirations for the future, blacks set their sights 
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on blacks who have mac9e it to, or near to, the top of their chosen 
occupation (Levine, 1985)° T'he most important sight to see is the fact 
that there are pathetically in short demand black lawyers, politicians, 
surgeons and business executives that could become the other 
influential sight these black youths could look up to for positive 
feedback and the thoughfi of one day getting into those same posifiions 
they see their role models in. This is not to say that the athletes in 
sports will not make goad; positive role models for our black youths, 
but it is important for our youths to view the other side of life (Levine, 
1989). 
Throughout a peri.~ei of time the American educational system has 
been charged with an existence of inequality of quantity and an 
inegcaality of quality, in spite of the "separate but equal" system° Since 
retention and graduation rates among black student-athletes vary 
adversely from their white counterparts, the questions of institutional 
commitment and integrity must be reexamined by both the NCAA and its 
r~~mber institutions (Bledsoe, 19 7). Research continues to reveal 
that students who get involved in the life of an institution are more 
likely to persist there° In one studyy the conclu~ior~ was reached that 
fhe important factor was a caring atmosphere or specific individuals 
who cares about the student° 
Most of these institutions have very few black professional role 
models, i.e., administrators, coaches, faculty members and non-
teaching professionals° There is need for black student-athletes to 
have the caring institutional atmosphere and specific caring 
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individuals, as has been pointed out in the University of Michigan study; 
standardized tests measure to a degree of pPedictive validity for 
academic achievement in college. However, when coupled with a caring 
living-learning atmosphere, black student-athletes have constantly 
achieved beyond predictors based on standardized tests administered at 
the high school level (Podell, 1986)0 
Black youth, suspicious and pessimistic about their chances of 
gaining success in regular employment in the 'system'9 look to 
alternative models upon which to base their own roles in society. Also 
certain questions must be asked in order to better understand and deal 
with many of the problems our black youths face #odaya VVhy is it that 
black kids develop their sporting progress to the point that, by the time 
they leave school, their educational motivation is rather low, while 
their sporting motivation is soaring? And finally, why is it that many 
black kids find support fir the idea that they have only limited 
employment opportunities ahead of them, not only from their peers but 
also from the schools themselves? All these questions must be 
an~rivered if a satisfactory appreciation of blacks relationship with 
sport, and indeed society, is to be attained. 
Summary 
from the commercialization of college sports to earning millions 
of dollars at the professional rank, black male student-athletes, with 
the rrrajority coming from low socioeconomic backgrounds and from the 
inner-cities of our country have been hit with a "blessing in disguise"m 
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Thy problems that black males face within our society has also 
deteriorated their communities; drugs to homicidal violence has 
crippled the unity of many blacks striving to do better. Even the 
recruitment of these black males from hundreds of universities and 
colleges has hurt the communities; the athletes who do not receive 
theur degrees can nova be found amongst the homeless, drug addicts and 
criminals. 
Sports has given many black American males a feeling of need and 
exi~tenceo It is one element that they have learned to master and 
doc~ninatea Howe~rer9 sports has led many of these black males on a path 
t~ ~owhereo 
The I~w retention and graduation rate of black male st~dent-
athietes have been recently receiving a lot of attention from 
academicians, the r~nedla and those who are directly involved in inter-
collegiate sports. The low retention and graduation rate of Iowa State 
lJniversity's black student-athletes merits the concern for the 
alleviation of poor academic performance arrd lov+~ attrition rates° 
Recommendations for a productive and efficient student support 
program designed for the "at risk" student~athl~te were made based 
upon research and studies presented by the researcher° 
Recommendations 
The findings of this study should be summarized for distribution 
to the Athletic Director, ~irect~r of Athletic/Academic services, 
AthNetic Academic Advisors, Staff and Faculty members of Iowa State, 
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the President and the Vice President of Student Affairso 
used on the responses from black student-athletes, several 
suggestions were made to develop confidence, trust and openness of 
black student-athletes at Iowa State University. 
Iowa State University should implement an orientation program 
for their black student-athletes. This orientation program should occur 
immediately after the student-athletes arrive on campus. The 
advisor/counselor should inform the athlete about the expectations 
from the athletic department as well as the university. The counselor 
should also insert aself-evaluation of the educational, teaching and 
curriculum by the student-athlete The student-athlete should be given 
optimal curses that they feel could enhance their learning skills as 
v~rell as build confidence in obtaining social equalization in the 
classroom settings. Lastly, the student athlete should become 
familiar with the vario~rs faculty and administrators at tt~e university 
When student faculty and adminisfiration interaction is frequent and 
friendly and when it occurs in diverse situations calling for varied 
roles, deve[oprtier~t of intellectual competence, sense of competency, 
autonomy and purpose are fostered (Roper, 1987). 
The advisor/counselor should also be aware ~f the perceptions 
many of their black student-athletes have concerning the need for help. 
V1/hether it's academecally, socially or athletically, most black student 
athletes are very apprehensive when it comes to them needing he(p, 
therefore the section on prelude to helping should be thoroughly 
analyzed and taken into consideration (Henderson, 1986). 
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Academic advisors should also contend with being open and 
honest to their black student-athletes regardless of the severity that 
takes place° To some academic advisors, it may seers that reality is 
too brutal for young black student-athletes° But it should also be noted 
that being open and honest is not a license to kill (being to brutal)o 
HeBpful as opposed to destructive, feedback is like the difference 
between a fatal and a therapeutic does of painkillers-a matter of 
degree. As stated by author George Henderson (1986), "to protect black 
~tuclent-athletes from truth about their academic and social 
development is to conclude a serious judgment about them: they are 
incapable of facing their problernsroe Black student-athletes need 
honest evaluations of their academic performance and social 
development, and-where r~~eded-help to irtnprove. 
Also some thought should be given to black advisors who 
ostensibly have everything in their favor-color, cultraral experiences, 
ar~d language needed for effectively advising black student-athletes, 
these particular advantages do not always produce effective advising. 
Some black advisors are black Anglo-Saxons in training and 
professional association~o They are, in short, just like their white 
colleagues. Of course, many black advisors maintain their ethnic 
edentities with no loss in credibility (Henderson 9 19~6)e 
In the end, ethnic group similarity does not substitute adequately 
for academic advisors who are linguistically compatible with black 
st~dent~athletes, empathic, and well-trained° phis fact mear~s thafi the 
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initial edge a black adviser enjoys will be lost if he or she cannot 
advance beyond ethnic history and identity° 
Finally, academic survival places the same demands on black 
student-athletes as it dies on non black student-athletes; therefore, 
advisors should accord all studenfi~athletes the same individual rights. 
No matter how much siudent-athletes prefer to be protected and 
supported° When granted the opportunity, student-athletes have 
graduated and gone on- to prove that they can equal other persons in 
thought, art, science, literature and other cultural achievements. 
Conclusion 
In summary, eduction must be pit at the very top of the U.S. 
domestic agenda. Clearly, educators must demonstrate greater concern 
for and commitment t~ educations! quality #or all American youths 
athletes as well as non-athletes. The researcher is confident that with 
adequate support and proper encouragement, American youths can 
achieve whatever levels of performance are necessitated by the 
challenges they face° In today's world, neither they nor we have any 
other choice (Edwards, 19~4)o There are those who believe strongly 
that if colleges ancf ui~i~ersities continue their present commitment to 
recruiting and adrr~ittin~ black athletes, a simslar commitment must be 
made to educate them fully° ~y enrolling student-athletes, institutions 
engage in an agreerrrer~t creating a partnership between the two parties° 
O~ the whole most institutions have been unsuccessful in assuming this 
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responsibility, with some of the more notable examples having been 
thra~st into public attentions 
The potential difficulties and historical problems facing black 
st~sdent-athletes on predominantly white campuses should make it 
obvious to practitioners that there is an urgency in acting on the needs 
of those particular students° Advisors must also accept the role as 
educators as well in helping alleviate this growing, traumatic problem 
within our educational system. Athletic departments should begin by 
implementing orientation programs specifically designed for their "at 
Fisk" athletes before the beginning of their first semester. The 
athletic/academic advisor should also take full advantage of his/her 
universities student su~porfi program for further developrner~t and 
enhancement of the academic agenda for their black athletes. 
Finally, as a result of implementing a comprehensive student 
development program, colleges will be able to accept and educa~~ a 
broader range of students. This in turn will ultimately enhance and 
dignify our representative values of the student personr~ei ~enrices and 
the mission of higher education° 
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APPENDIX A: COVER LETTER 
~a 
March 18, 1991 
f irs tn~• ~ las tn~ 
Kaddress~ 
~city~• 
Dear ~ f irs tn~ 
As a black, for~aer Iowa State s tudent ~ a.thle to , my athle tf c prowess 
enabled me to enhance my life and career in the academic reap as well 
as within the athletic setting. Knowing some of the problems athletes 
face, in both athletics and academics, I am writing to request your 
assistance in evaluating your athletic and academic experiences at Iowa 
State . Your response will assist me in reviewing the factors that 
impact the graduation and re tentson rates o f b lack s tudent ~ athle tes a t 
pred®e~inantly white ins ti tutions a 'I`he results of this study ~i 11 be 
utilised to offer recoauaendations for iaaprovirtg the academ~,c , athletic 
and social environment for black s tudent ~ athle tes o 
chile my participation in intercollegiate athletics was fun and 
exciting, I faced many problems in adjusting to anew and different 
environment. The enclosed ques ti®nnaire includes certain questions 
pertaining to the social life you have encountered while at Iowa State 
University. I am hoping that your responses w~1Z shed light on these 
issues and dismiss some of thq myths people have about black student 
athletes. 
I would appreciate it if you could take 10 minutes ®f y®ur time t® fill 
®ut the questionnaire and return it to me by Match 310 °Lhe i,nfor~ation 
that you provide will be held in strict confidence o I am conducting 
this study with the. support of Steve I°fcD®nne11 9 Direct®r ®f Athletic 
Academic Services , and Max Urick, Direct®r ®f Athletics o 
I f you have further ques ti®ns o r w®uld 1 ike a copy ®f the results ® f 
this study , ,please fee 1 free to call ®r write t® me with the enc 1®s ed 9
self addressed, s~araped ezivel®pe. Thank you very much° 
~ennis Ross 
Grad~~te Assistant 
204 State Gym. 
Ames, Iowa SOOIO 
(515)294-8175 
APPENDIX B: 
HlJN1A~! Sl1~.JECTS APPROVAL SLIP 
~./1U/~1 
~u~ d to to Gyr.1 ~r~es , t o:~a 5uC~ 11 
Ca~~ ~dd~+ess 
Date 
~ 5i 5~ X94-~1 ~g 
C~a Teie~aos 
1 
~ishl~ Zo PT1nC1pSj jAY'C.Sit$atOt 
di restor e ~~tttl~t~ c ~+catieril ~ Serve cas 
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Iniomnation for Review ol'Ra rctt Invotvin9 Hurracn Subjects 
Iowa stot~ Ue~lv~ty 
(Please type and use the cttcched Instructiortis toy completlnq this torm) 
Title of Probe r~ 
I agree so provide the proper sury ' of this pro~aet too ~~ure that the rights and welfare ®f tt~e human subjects are 
protrrud. i will nport any adv~e reactions ~ tht comroitte~ A ' ° tta or changes in pzo~cedturs after ~e 
pro jat his b~ approvod will be submit~cad tro the eornnlittee for rcview0 I agtce ~ request rcnc~ of approval for any prol~et 
c®ntinuing more than ®ae yca~t. 
L~~~~is Pass 
T~ rr.~ ~ ~ ~~~ 
~,z~~l e`f o ~epartrient 
t~ariasernt 
~ncipal Investigat~r(s) (c.3~eelc all that app1Y) 
Faculty ~ Staff Q Gradnar~ Suideat Stud~es~t 
p~ject (clialc alI that a~P~Y) 
~ Re~arci~ ~ ~rnee~s ac dis~tion ~ cSas~ prole« Q Indepasdeat s air (a9om s90,1~cr~ Pz'oi~) 
I~t~anbeae of sub~~ (c~piese alI shat apply) 
~,~, ~ Aduits~ r~oa- ®~ IStT ®~ n~i~s i4 ~, otherr-(c~cplain) 
~ tnin®es 14 ~ I? ~ eye S u b~ e o t s d r"e 
f®r~er stuaentma~th ~ e ~tos 
~~ef d~csc~pti~ ®f proposed involving hur~ sub~sx {Sep ias~rvc~t~tons9 Iles 7~ LTs~ an additional pagesf 
~ ~i~ purpose of ~~t~ s resa~rci~ ~ s ~o e.~pl ore per a 
re ~ ~teu to ~1 ao~ sl~~ent-~trrl ales ~~vi ~g 10~~ re°~enti ®n aid ~ q~°a~uatf on 
ra ~~~ at pre~i®tai natal y tilrti la i nst~ 1~t1®ns m 
(Phase do not send research, ibes~s, or d~r~tion propasa~ls.) 
e 
o InfoRried Conseiu: Q  Signed inforr~ncd conxmt will be ob~ed. {Attac~i a copy of your forrno) 
Q Modified informed es~nsene will be obt~un~od. {See insrauetions. item fie) 
(~ N'ot applleable to this pro~~. 
Coatldcncia~ty of D~ bc3o.v tl~a methods Se used to ensure the confidentiality of data obraine.~ (~ 
ins~ions~ i~a 9.) Ttie nethods used in the s research study to ensure oonT~denti z1 ~ t y 
:li to the athl a yes . Zvi 11 5e phone i ntervi ells as tires 1 as quests ®nna i res that ~~i' 1 be 
jai 1 ed to ichei r fzorzes. T~~e participants ti~i 11 ~~ave the oats on o~ giving their narzes 
to ~h2i r r~:sponses o There ~°~i 11 be no names ~eflti oned i n the researct: ~®rk ti~i th the 
ad~~leteso 
° 
loo V~~hat risks or ort will be part of the study? Will subjccu in the be placid at ris3c or incur discamfort? 
~kscribe ~y risks to the subjects and p~rautions that will ~x talon to them. ('nu c~rsctpt of risit goes beyond 
physical risk grid includes risks to subjxu' dignity and self•~:spect zs w~I as psychological or cnzoaonal rz~c. Sr,~ 
~nsrrucu°ns, jam' I0.) T~lere ~1i 11 be nc ri sic- of di scorifort as w~el 1 as r~i strlsst aeries ~1 ~ tag 
to the °researeno Tice athletes ._ti~i Z 1 have fu11 privacy i n their subr~l ssi®n ®f data m 
V 
~ i o CHECK ALL of the following that apply tc~ yoga rG9eaatls: 
A. I~fedical eirdraaee narssary bef~ subjats can participasa 
Q B. Simples (Bleode cissaseo esc.) from wbjeets 
C. Adrainistradon of substaaoes ([oodi. drugs eac.) to subjects 
D. Priysical ace:eise or eondiconing for subjats 
E, Doce~tio~ of subjxu 
F. Subjects ~drs 14 years of age andlar Q Subs 14.1? years of age 
~ G. Subjau in insti~tioru (nursng horns. prisons. ss~.,) 
H. Res~mrct~ must be approved by ~aatl~ar ~nsuwwdon ~r ageacy (Attach !esters of a~pc~oval) 
If you cheesed sn, of the it~emg in 11, plesss complete the toll; in the specs below (~ciu~d~e any nts~ 
Items ~ ~ D Iksearibe the procedut~ and rtotre ~ saf~y precaution being tajee~ 
Itesa E describe how subs wig be d~iv~ . ° the ~~ on~ indac~te the d cfing procedure inciudin~ 
tt~ timing and ° ° n to be p t~ to sub~u. 
Iteffi F subjoets u tip ago ®f 1~.. hog► inforra~d c~nses~t from ~n~ or legacy authorised rc~reo 
staves as well as from subj~s w131 be ®btair~ 
Items G 3c H Spy tt~ agtrs~cy or ~itutioo tt~ac roust. e ve the prvj~ If subjects in any o`tui~ agency or 
ins ' ~ imrolved, a must be obtairscd pci®r to beginning the ~ and the letxex ®f approval 
sixo~uld be films. 
7~ 
. 
Last Hame of Pr~ncf pa3 ~nvest~ Bator Foss
ckIist for Attsac~caeats and °Ti~~ Sct~~dvle 
tellowin~ are attached (pla~ss cbaic)s 
~ Leues or wriaea statement to subjaeu indicating cieariy: 
a) p~u~pc~se of the reseaztt~ 
b) the use of atsy idcntites modes (names. a1°s)o how ttaey will be used. artd when thry will be 
removed (see item 1~ 
c) an es~ce of tuna for parcicipatioa in ehe and the place 
d) if applicabk. lorarioa of the :zsearch activity 
e) how you will easx~re conf`identialit~r 
~ iu a longitudinal study. nAce Mhen and how you will cancact sub}ecu latrx 
~ participation is voluntary, nonparticipadoa will not affccs evaluaciom of the subj«t 
Consrnt form (if applicable) 
~ L.~sur of ap~rovai for ~ froos caop~ g or °ate or iazsrisu~ions (if a~plicabk) 
~ Data•gacheriag instrumasts 
Anricipaced dates far cancact wish subjee~ 
First Coat~ct 
3/~l91 
Moaeh /Day / Ycs~ 
Last Contact 
4/~i/9I 
~oio~t#t ! D~~ / Yew 
If applicable: a~cicrpated date that idcatificrs will be re~ov~d from co~pl~d Ivey ir~s ~ts aridl®~r ado or visual 
tapes gill b~ s l /~ 
Moats / Dsy / Yes 
of D~ •-- esual F.~cecu~ive ~P~icsr Dates eat ar Adrnu~%s ve ZJnit 
/•  _ ~~~~i 
D~~ of the ~Ttiiv~ity Hcu~~S ubjettt R~ri~cw C.o~~u 
® Pto,~ct Approved ® ~ro~t I~t®c App~o~d ® 1~10 A~tioti Rr,~oi~cd 
Patr°i c1 a M. Keith 
- 
I~~me of Cornrnitte~ Qiairperso:a Date Slgr~aaue of ComYaitrr,~ Chairperson 
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APPENbIX C QUESTIONNAIRE 
80 
The Flack Student~Athlete 
Experiences and Perceptions 
Questsonnaire 
Please circle responses 1-10 with 1 being the lowest 5 being 
average and 10 being the highest. 
1.) T® what extent did you find the 1 Z 3 4 5 ~ 7 8 9 10 
city of awes conducive t® your 
social life. i.e. dating, 
socialising, etc. 
2.) As an Afrf can Alneri.can how would 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
y®u say the city of A~zes provided 
adequate needs such as ~ausic, . 
entertainment, etc. 
3.) To. what extent did you feel as an 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 10 
African American the state of Iowa 
ackn®wledged Blacks ; f oz° exa~aple 
. African History, African AYaerican 
Hist®ry. 
4a~ To what extent did you feel that 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1® ~, 
I®wa State tried t® Hake their 
African Americans f eel apart ®f 
the college experience e.g. parties, 
luncheons and other activities. 
5.~ To what extent did you feel that 1 2 3 ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1® 
I®wa State took into account views 
®pins®ns and ideas brought to 
c®~ittee ~aern~bers of ISLT 
f acul.ty and staf f people f r®~ - 
their Black student population. 
6.) To what degree did you feel that 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
the coaa~nunity of Aiaes approved 
®f interracial dating. 
7.) To what degree did you feel as an 1 2 3 4 5 6 ~ 8 ~ 10 
African American the campus setting 
®f I®wa State viewed you as a 
student first rather than as an 
athlete. 
80) As an African American would you 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 
say that lows State provided Slack 
r®le ~aodels f or their African 
American students . ~ a.~ 
9.) T® what degree would y®u say as an 1 2 3 4 5 6 ~ 8 ~ ZO 
African American the Hlack faculty 
and staf f ~aeiabers at IStT played 
important r®les in decision making. 
Al 
athletic/academic Objectives 
1.) ~o what degree while you 
were being recruited did 
you feel that the recruiter 
was being open & h®nest to you. 
2.) ~o what degree while you 
were being recruited did your 
recruiter explain to you the 
~.mportance ~ expectations of 
acade~aics at the university. 
3., ~o what extent while being 
recruited did your parents or° 
guardian get involved in your 
recruiting process. 
~ . , '~o what degree when you 
graduated from high school 
would you rate your acade~aics 
to be. 
50) To what extent would you say 
that whi 1 e on your recruita~ng 
visits the coaches intr®duced 
y®u t® different faculty members 
®f the ur~ivers ity for academic 
acheivement. 
6., To what extent while being 
recruited did your recruiter 
stalk to you about the university~s 
environ~aent . _ 
~.) 'To what degree while on Y®ur 
recruiting trip did your recruiter 
introduce you to any programs that 
was developed for minority students 
acade~aic success•. i . e . Minority 
cif fairs programs. 
1 2 ~3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7~ 8 9 10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ~' 8~ 10 
1~ 3 4 5~ 7 8 9 1® 
8®) To what extent did your recruiter 1 2 3 4 5 6~ 8~ 10 
explain NCAA, conferences and 
university rules concerning academic 
eligibility. 
9.) `~o what degree did you feel that 1 ~ 3 4 5 6 7 ~ 9 1~ 
you were adequately inf or~aed about 
support services for student~athletese 
82 
athletics 
Io, ~o what-degree did you 
feel y®ur coaches showed 
a genuine interest ￼n you 
as a person rather than• 
exclusively as an athlete. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 `~ 8 9 10 
2e) How would you rate the atiaosphere 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 1~ 
betwe~r~ both White and Black players 
on teams to be. 
3®) ~® what degree would you say the 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 ZO 
c®aches socializing with their 
African American student-athletes 
to be® 
4®) To what degree would you say racis~a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
was sti1.1 taking occur~ng amongst 
the athletic coaches, staff and other 
people ass®ciated with tote athletic 
departmentm 
5 m j To ghat degree d~.c~ you f ~e1 your 1 2 3 4 5 6 °7 8 9 10 
each/coaches tried to make you 
feel ffior~ at eases within the 
ez~viron~nent. 
~®) T® what degree would you say the 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 I® 
c®aching staff showed an interest 
in y®ur personal life. 
~®, ~®what degree w®uld you say the 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 `~ 8 ~ I~ 
athletic depart~aent tried t® 
implement a program for their 
student®athletes academics and 
social life 
8~) T® what extent did you feel the 
athletic department tried to hire 
m®re Mack coaches and ®that staff 
meters in the departZaent. 
Z ~, ~~ 5~ 7 8 9 I~ 
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Personal Questionnaire 
1.) Did you graduate from Iowa State? Yes N® Please circle 
2e) If you answered n® t® the above questions have you 
graduated from college since you left Iowa State? 
Yes No Please circle 
If you answered yes, Degree earned 
Institution Date ®f degree 
3.) If you did not complete y®u college education, 
would you please indicate reasons t® why? ioe. 
_____mot important 
____.pursued professional 
sports career 
~..__®acad~~ically 
dismissed 
®-®-snot~ en®ugh support 
®®®®®that. please list 
4.) If you did graduate, what taotivated y®u to 
complete your college educati®n? Please 
explain why was it important f®r y®u? 
5.) What type of geographical area were you 
recruited from? 
I. East Coast  Igo Urban area 
West c®ast  Rural area 
I~id-West®  Suburban area 
S®uth/Southwest®
•North/I~torhtwest®
6.~ What type ®f high echo®1. system were 
you from? 
 Parochial syste~~ 
Public systems 
7.) Are yvu a first generation colleges student? Yes Na 
(first generation students are students whose parents 
has never att,encied college ~ 
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~ . ) A.re you interested in co~npl eta~ng Y®ur degree , i f you 
have not? ° Yes No 
9.) What are you doing professionally at this time? 
® eurrently employed 
® unemployed 
playing professional sports 
looking f ©r employiaer~t 
® still pursuing professional sports career 
1®. ) Are Y®u aware ®f the HCAA ~ scholarship fund for th®se 
athletes that have not graduated fr®m their perspective 
. ~ institute®ns and ~aeets the require~aent of being less 
than 30 credit hours away from graduateon? Yes N® 
Tease comment on anything that Y®u f eel Haight be useful in 
help solving the Pg®blew ®f ®ur 81ack student®athletes 
retenti®n and graduate®n rates at predo~ainantly white 
institute®ns® 
nk you for fur co®peration 
n~is Ross (G~aduate Assistant) 
Steve McDonnell (Director of ~,t~letic/Academic Services) 
